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This p:iper deals with the problem of scheduling a job-shop 
ope rating in a mass production environmento The particular shop 
used to develop a solution to the scheduling problem was the plastic 
molding department of General Electric Company1 s Allentown Plant. 
The core of the scheduler is a FORTRAN IV program designed for use 
on a time-shared computer. Being modular in design, the program 
utilizes separate subroutines to perform the tasks of machine 
capacity determination, part requirements determination, scheduling, 
backscheduling and overtime scheduling. It also includes an extensive 
data base containing all the necessary p:3.rt and machine information. 
The output produced includes machine utilization schedules (in hours 
and in percent of normal capacity)., a parts schedule, a raw material 
usage schedule, a E'letailed machine loading schedule, a listing of the 
' number of set-ups per time period, and a listing of those parts which 
could not be scheduled. 
The economy of the system derives from the use of the techniques 
of backscheduling and economic run quantities to reduce the number 
·.~' 
. ., 
of,press set-ups {changeovers). Scheduling is done on regular time in ' 
the required time period where possible; the next preferred option 
is backscheduling on regular time; next is scn.eduling on overtime 
followed by backscheduling on overtime; and, finally, the last option 
1. 
-· 
is to find another machine on which to schedule the part if two molds 
are available. <7 • 
The system was originally designed to be run on a quarterly {or 
annual) basis. However, testing of,the system suggests that the 
scheduling cycle remain quarterly '(or annual) but that the system 
be run every nine weeks {or nine months). It was found that an 
excessive amount of unused capacity occured at the end of the 
scheduling cycle while the beginning of the cycle was heavily 
scheduled and some parts could not be sched\iled at all. By running 
the system more frequently, the excess capacity at the end of one 
cycle is made available to the ·next cycle. In evaluating the scheduling 
system, only one part could not be scheduled using this method; the 
requirements for this part could only be met by the acquisition of an 
additional mold and process. 
I The scheduling system developed in this pap:!r can also be used as 
a simulation tool for capacity studies. By varying the input part and/or 
machine data, the effects on the operation can be examined without 
·-involving large outlays of money. The current mix of production 
equipment was shown to be neither optimal nor satisfactory; machines 
of one type are idle while more machines of other types are needed. 
By varying the numbers of the different types of machines, it is 





Job-shop scheduling h.as been extensively covered in the litera-
ture by dozens of authors; each one expounding his own p:1,rticular 
idea, adding to or substantiating another author's work, or disputing 
the worth of a previous publication. In almost every case, the 
problem addressed was a low-volume, one shot, multi-operation 
situation. 
In the typical production scheduling problem con side red in the 
literature, a small number of non-standard parts is ordered from the 
production facility. These parts require several processing oi:erations 
on many different tyi:es of production equipment before they are ready 
for shipment. The sequence in which the operations are performed is 
relatively fixed and the problem becomes one of scheduling the parts 
through each of the individual operations so that the required sequence 
is maintained and the due date is met. The problem is complicated by 
the fact that at any given time a number of different jobs are corripeting 
for time on the same production equipment. The usual .method of 
·---.;:,"'··-, .... , 
solution is to use Gantt charts to show how much time on each machine 
is allocated to each job; Gantt charts are also used to show the time 
relationship between the individual operations comprising the job. This 
process is time consuming and costly; it is also impractical if a large 






• analytic approaches presented in the literature, but these are not 
practical except iri trivial cases. 
- . At the other extreme, scheduling for high volume production has also 
received a considerable amount of attention. Invariably, however, the 
problem given in the literature concerns assembly line scheduling. 
No machining or process o~rations are involved; assembling parts 
and/ or components is the only work pe rformed0 In these situations 
the problem addressed is that of balancing the work load of successive 
work stations along the assembly line in an effort to minimize the 
number of stations and the cycle time at each. Certain o~rations must 
be r,erformed before others; some operations can be performed before 
or after others 0 These precedence requirements are used in determin-
ing which ope rations can be performed at the various work stations 
along the assembly line. Oi:erations are combined at the various stations 
until the cycle times tthe time to complete·'the opetations performed) 
of the stations are matched as closely as µ>ssible. 
In the real world of day-to-day factory operations, there are many 
situations which fit neither of these extreme situations but which must 
be addressed and resolvedo One such situation is the case of a job-shop 
type of operation whic~ must supply parts for high-volume production 
and which entails many repetitive though not contiguous orders for parts. 
A situation of this nature exists in the Allentown Plant of the General 




volumes with rapi'a changeover between models. The Plastic Department 
of the Allentown Plant is essentially a single-operation, job-shop-:-tYJX:! 
operationo Scheduling is performed manually on a weekly basis in a hit 
and miss fashion. The schedule is closely aligned with the master ? 
schedule for completed appliance models which is issued by- the 
Materials section0 Due to t~e inability of the current scheduling pro-
cedure to anticipate :i;eriods of high demand for which inventory must be 
built up, situations are encountered where parts must be produced ~at 
higher cost) on weekends and holidays in order to meet the demand. 
Other situations are encountered whereby the assembly line has to be 
shut down because parts are not available due to ineffective scheduling 
of the Plastics Dep:1rtment; this type of situation currently occurs six 
times per month. This loss in production translates into lost sales, 
and, therefore, reduced profit in the marketp.ace. In some instances; 
substandard parts are produced by running the plastic presses at a 
faster than normal s~ed in order to produce the required number of 
parts; this reduces the cure time and the strength of the part. In 
these situations, which occur at least once a week, it is necessary 
to add extra operators to the assem_bly lineo These operators are 
'· 
required to sort parts, assist other operators in assembling _the parts, 
make up spare assemblies to be used when the regular oi:erator falls 
behind or to perform a special test to determine whether or not the 
p:i.rts that are used will be satisfactory for the expected life of the 
s. 
( 
product. Each of these situations is expensive and wasteful; all 
could be avoided by better scheduling of the Plastic Department. 
The problem considered in the current study was the development 
of a more efficient scheduling algorithm for this single operation, 
(j 
medium-to-high production, job-shop situation. The objective of the 
research was to devise and evaluate a scheduler which minimized the 
., .. 
number and frequency of changeovers on the plastic presses and which· 
. ' 
minimized the amount of overtime required in the shop by using the 
concepts.of economic run quantities and backscheduling
0 
The 





The topic of scheduling has been extensively covere~ in the liter-
ature. It can be divided,into two major areas: job-shop scheduling 
and scheduling for mass-production. Of the two, job-shop
0
scheduling 
has received the broader 1 coverage. In Theory of Scheduling (8)., the 
authors - Conway., Maxwell and Miller - discuss the general n-job., 
m-machine job shop scheduling problem. Each of then-jobs must be 
processed on each of the m-machines before the job is completed; 
each machine performing a different function. Priority dispatching 
• 
rules are applied to determine the sequence of the jobs through the 
various machines. The approach presented is a graphical one 
emp.oying Gantt charts to represent the duration of each job. Each 
Gantt chart is composed of segments which represent the amount of 
/ processing time required on each of the machines; these segments 
start at the current date and are summed forward towards the due 
-
date. If the due date is exceeded by this process, priority dispatching 
rules are used to re-est~blish the order of processing the jobs on the 
various machines. This approach is not suited to solving the problem 
at the Allentown Plant. The large number of parts and ma~hines 
involved makes this approach both tedious and time consuming. 
The authors also discuss the continuous job-shop process wherein ., 
each machine is continually available for assignment, without 
7. 
If''~,,,, 
?3-rtition into shifts or days, and each job ts a simple sequence of 
operations. Again dispatching rules are used to schedule the various 
operations through the different machines 0 
This technique is also not suitable for the type of problem with 
which I am dealing 0 I am attempting to develop a:g economic solution 
to the scheduling problem by scheduling as much as possible on 
normal time and by using economic run quantitie s 0 The approach 
presented by Co_nway, Maxwell and Miller does not consider the 
economy that can be realized through the use of such techniques. 
Many other authors deal with this same n-job/m-machine problem 
or minor variations of it. One of these is s. M. Johnson (20). In his 
article, "Optimal Two-and Three-Stage Production Schedules with Set-
up Time Included", he deals with the following problem: n-items are 
processed through one machine and then another, until all processing is 
completed, there is only one machine for each stage of processing; 
·-"'=-~. 
only one item can be on a machine at orie time. This approach is not 
suitable for two reasons. First, there are several machines of the 
same type which are capable of being used to produce a given ·part; 
the scheduling system must be able to economically choose a machine 
which has the capacity to produce the partg Second, the Allentown 
problem is a single-operation process, not multi-stage. 
H. M. Wagner {33 ), is another author who prot>ose s a solution to 
.. 




to minimize the total time to manufacture all items. This aw roach 
does not consider the economy of scheduling on normal time_~nd 
avoiding overtime when possible; rior does it consider the cost of 
carrying inventory through the scheduling cycle if parts are produced 
earlier than they are required as is the case when economic run 
quantities are used 0 
S. B. Akers, Jr. and J. Friedman {3}, also add.ress then-job/ 
m-machine problemo Their solution is a graphical one and not all 
p:>ssible schedules are considered; again it is not feasible for the 
Allentown problem because of the large number of parts and machines 
involved. Giffler and Thompson (16}, consider this same problem in 
a similar manner but they evaluate all schedules. 
G. B. Dantzig (10}, A. s. Manne {23}, and E. H. Bowman (6). 
use linear programming theory to solve the scheduling problem. 
Large numbers of linear programs must be develoi:ed which can be 
used to represent the constraints on the scheduling problem; this 
will be quite time consuming, especially since each scheduling cycle 
will require modification to these equations. This method of solution 
does not distinguish between normal and overtime scheduling; a 
condition which will have a direct bearing on the economy of the 
solution. 
Many authors simply evaluate priority rules for scheduling. Baker 
and Dzielinski {5), perform a computer simulation of a job shop 
9. 
operation with a small number of different types of machines and 
specified processing times which are randomly varied to simulate 
machine breakdowns 0 The authors do not develop detailed schedules; 
rather, they evaluate priority (decision) rules which can be used to 
schedule a production operation. A similar approach is used by 
· W0 L 0 Maxwell (24) 0 In his article, he is concerned primarily with 
disp:t.tching jobs; he favors using the shortest processing time-d'ue date 
combination rule to establish job priority. This type of approach is not 
sufficient for the problem I am addressing, since the objective is to 






DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM 
Since the current method of manually scheduling the Plastic 
Department on a weekly basis was recognized as being less than 
satisfactor.y, it was agreed that a better method was needed. The new 
method must handle the scheduling task more quickly, more 
efficiently and more economically than the current method; it must 
provide cl.dditional information which would be useful in controlling 
raw material inventories and evaluating machine utilizations; thus, 
the proposed method would be a simulation tool as well as a scheduling 
tool. Finally, the new method must operate with a minimal amount of 
user intervention. The only thing he need do is adjust parameters as 
required, initiate the job at the terminal and schedule manually the few 
parts that could not be economically scheduled by the program. 
In order to meet these requirements, a computer-based system 
was needed. Since a time-shared computer was the only computer 
available, the system would have to be compatible with and be capable 
of being run on this type of equipment. Of the four languages available -
ALGOL, BASIC, FORTRAN II and FORTRAN IV - the latter was chosen 
as most suitable because of its s:i;eed and computational ability. 
The process of scheduling was divided into five (5) major tasks. 
They are: 
1. Machine capacity determination 




major tasks continued. • •. 
3. Normal time scheduling 
4. Backscheduling . 
s. Overtime scheduling 
.. -A program module {subroutine} was then develo~d to perform each of 
the tasks. The mod·ular approach was chosen because of the flexibility 
it provided 0 Changes could be made to a module or the complete 
module could be replaced without affecting the other moduleso In 
addition, each module could be debugged separately, at considerably 
less cost. 
The formating and writing of the output reports from data contained 
in BLOCKDATA is handled by the main progra.mo Control of processing 
is returned to the main program after the scheduling task is completed. 
The output reports are then printed out for the user. Th~ se rep::,rts 
include a parts schedule showing the requirements for each part by 
time period; machine utilization schedules (in hours and in r,ercent of 
normal capacity); a raw material utilization schedule sl].owing raw 
material usage by time p:!riod; and a listing of the number of set-ups 
~r time reriod. 
A second program produces the remaining reports (from data con-
tained in the two output files) - a detailed machine loading schedule 
showing which p:1,rts are scheduled in each machine for each time 
~riod and a listing of those parts, if any, which could not "be scheduled 






the necessary data to accomplish the manual scheduling. Examples of 
all reports can be found in Ap~ndix II. 
1. MACHINE CAPACITY DETERMINATION 
. 
. The task of cap:3-city determination is performed by SUBROUTINE 
CAPACITY- This module determines both the normal time and the 
,, 
overtime c~pacity {in hours} of each machine for each time period 
under consideration. To accomplish this, the program merely 
extends the number of normal {and overtime} working days per time 
period by the normal (and overtime} hours for each time period. A 
flowchart of this module is contained in Appendix I, Fig0 10 
2a PARTS REQUIREMENTS DETERMINATION 
SUBROUTINE REQMENTS determines the requirements for each 
individual pa rt by time period and in total. It does this by 
ascertaining on which products the part is used; next, it consults 
'" the master schedule to determine the re·guirements by model by time 
.., 
period; these requirements are then summed upto establish the total 
requirements by time period for the part. Simultaneously, the 
module computes the overall total requirements for the part. This 
process is continued until the requirements for all the parts are 
established. 
The total amount of raw material required for each part is 
determined by multip.ying the overall total requirements by the raw 
13. 
material usage per part. The resulting quantity is compared to pre-
viously develoi:ed breakpoints based on the cost of the raw material 
',') 
which determine whether the part will be scheduled once per time 
period, once for the whole scheduling period, etc. In this way the 
economi~run size is estab1ished. 
~ 
Once the economic run size has been determined, SUBROUTINE 
REQMENTS will proceed to develop -a detailed parts requirement 
schedule. This final requirements schedule will be used by 
SUBROUTINE SCHEDULE to determine the p:trts schedule and 
fl 
machine loading information which will be provided as output from 
the scheduling process. A flowchart of this module is contained in 
<a 
Appendix I, Fig. 2. 
3 0 NORMAL TIME SCHEDULING 
The bulk of the scheduling process is done on normal time, and 
therefore, is handled by SUBROUTINE SCHEDULE. In addition, 
this module acts as the system executive; it calls the other 
scheduling subroutines as required, determines when the scheduling 
process is completed and provides the return mechanism to the main 
program to allow printing of the output reports
0 
SUBROUTINE SCHEDULE checks to determine whether or not 
" all feasible scheduling ha~ been completed 0 If so, control is 
returned to the main program; otherwise, the module tests to· 
14. 
determine whether the scheduling of the current part has been 
co.mpleted. If it has, the module checks for additidnal parts to 
schedule; otherwise the subroutine searches for a machine on 
which to schedule the part. If no machines are available in the current 
time ~riod, SUBROUTINE BACKSCHED will be called in an attempt 
to schedule the requirements for this p:1rt in a previous time period 
on normal time; if this cannot be accomplished, SUBROUTINE 
OVER TIME is called in an attempt to schedule the requirements 
on overtime in this or a previous time period. If, after all this, 
,, some unfi~led requirements still exist, SUBROUTINE SCHEDULE 
will search for another machine on which to schedule the remain-
ing requirements. If the mold for another part is already loaded in 
the press that is needed, the requirements for that part are 
scheduled first. SUBROUTINE SCHEDULE then checks to see if 
the re is still sufficient time to schedule the current part; if the re ·. 
is, the current part is scheduled. Otherwise, the subroutine will 
search for another press. This process is continued until a press 
is found on which the part can be scheduled or no machine is 
available at which time the part is written into the file of 
unscheduled parts 0 When a machine is found, or if time was avail-
able in the current time period, the inventory of the :i;art is com-
pared against its requirements. If the requirements for the current 




reduced by the amount of the requirements and (.onlrol 1s trans-
ferred to the test (at the beginning of the subroutine) which deter• 
mines if the scheduling of this pan is completed. I( the tn\·entory 
cannot fulfill the requ l re me nts cornplete l y, as much. as p:> s s 1 ble 
/' 
of the requirements are filled from in,;entory .and th~ rernainde t 
-becomes the new requirernents. The time necessary to produce 
the ne;.v requirements is then calculated. If the required hn1e is 
avaiiable on the machine selected, the requirerllents -are scheduled; 
taw .i;nate rial usage and machine utiliza.tion statistics are computed 
and stored; and control is again transferred to the test which 
determines if the scheduling of this part is completed. If the 
available time is insufficient, as muth as possible of the requ1 re-
ments are schedul.ed; the module will then try to schedule the 
remainder in the next time period (if the requirements represent 
·several time periods), 1n a previous time period through SUBROUTINE 
BACKSCHED, or in th.e current o.r a previous time period throu.gh 
SUBROUTINE OVERTIME. If none of these actions result in 
scheduling the remainder of tb:e requirements, an entry is .made in 
the file for parts which could not be scheduled and control is trans-. 
ferred to the te.e-t for additional pirts to be scheduled. 
the process continues until all possible parts are scheduled. At 
tha:t time cont.rol is r~turned to the main prograrn for printing of 
the output reports. A flowchart of this module can be found in 
.•· 
Appendix I; Fig. 3. 
1..6 ... 
4. BACKSCHEDULING 
As the name implies, SUBROUTINE BACKSCHED handles the 
task of backscheduling on normal time, thos~ parts which cannot 
be scheduled during the time period in which they are needed. 
This is accomp.ished by performing a series of tests to determine 
if the parts can be scheduled in any of the previous time periods. 
The module first determines whether or not all the previous time 
' 
periods have been checked for available capacity. If they have, .. 
processing will be returned to SUBROUTINE SCHEDULE; otherwise 
processing will cmtinue in SUBROUTINE BACKSCHED. The module 
determines whether the part is currently set-up on the machine 
being scheduled. Next, the module dete r;mine s if capacity is avail-
able for scheduling the part. A negative resµ:>nse to either of these 
tests will cause the time period under consideration to be decremented 
by one and the testing cycle begins again. Positive results from both 
tests cause the subroutine to compute the time required to schedule 
the parts. This quantity is then compared to the time available to 
determine how many parts can be scheduled. The allowable quantity 
of parts is scheduled and the time required to schedule the remain-
ing parts is computed. If this quantity is greater than zero, the · 
time period counter will be decremented by one and the testing cycle 
will begin again. However, if no additional time is required, i.e., 
if all required parts have been scheduled, processing is returned 
17. 
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to SUBROUTINE SCHEDULE. At the same time this subroutine 
develops machine utilization and raw mate rial usage data. A flowchart 
of this module can be found in A:wendix I, Fig. 4. 
5 0 OVER TIME SCHEDULING 
SUBROUTINE OVER TIME performs the task of scheduling (and 
backscheduling) on an overtime basis. The processing of this 
module is the· same as that of SUBROUTINE BACKSCHED except 
that overtime hours rather than straight-time hours are used for 
scheduling the parts. A flowchart of this module is contained· in 
Appendix I, Fig. 5. 
6. BLOCKDATA 
Besides the subroutines {listed above} to perform the various 
tasks associated with the actual scheduling process, there is one 
additional subroutine which is a vital p:i.rt of the scheduling pro-
cedure. The subroutine is named BLOCKDATA; its p.ir:p::>se is 
to provide a common storage area for input data, data developed 
during the running of the program which is used internally only, 
and output data which is developed during the running of the program. 
In essence, it is a large, common data base which is shared by all 
of the other program modules; they may draw on it for needed 
d_ata as req\lired and, after the operation under consideration has 
been completed, they may store the results in BLOCKDATA. A 
18. 
listing of the types of data stored in BLOCKDATA is contained in 
Appendix I, Fig. 6. 
The program develop:!d in this paper as a scheduling tool can also 
be used as a simulation tool. By varying the input data (part, machine 
and/ or master schedule), the program may be used to evaluate the 
effects of these changes. Simulations of this type are currently per-
formed manually by the Advanced Materials Specialist; these simula-
tions require many hours of his time and the results are only rough 
approximations. By using the scheduler as a simulator, the results 
would be more precise, the amount and quality of the information 
obtained would be increased and the simulation would be completed 
quicker and at less cost. The results would be more precise because 
no rounding of input data would occur as is done in the manual 
simulations. The amount and quality of the results would be increased 
because the scheduler generates raw material usage, machine utili-
zation and set-up information in addition to the detailed machine 
loading information. The simulations would be quicker and less 
expensive because the comp1.ter would process the data in minutes 
rather than hours. 
19. 
CHAPTER 4 
TESTING AND RESULTS 
In order to determine· whether or not the scheduling algorithm 
developed in this paper ~ould perform satisfactorily under real 
life conditions, testing was conducted using an actual appliance 
schedule provided by the Materials Section 0 
Of the many reports obtained from the scheduler, three are most 
significant; these are the Detailed Machine Loading Schedule, the 
Machine Utilization Schedule - in hours, and the Machine Utilization 
Schedule - in percent of normal capacity. The Detailed Machine 
Loading Schedule (See Appendix II, Fig. 1.) provides the actual opera-
ting schedule for the next scheduling cycle. It tells how many of which 
p:trts are to be produced on each machine for each time period of the 
scheduling cycle. It also tells how many hours of machine time are 
required per time period. Economic run quantities were used to 
establish the parts requirements so that the schedule developed would 
minimize the number of press set-ups and, therefore,~ would be quasi-
optimal. The effect of using economic run quantities is evident upon 
examination of the Detailed Machine Loading Schedule 0 For examp..e, 
the third machine has part 3541301 scheduled on ite In the first two time 
i:e1:iods, production is scheduled on the machine for 100 percent of its 
normal capacity; production drops off slightly in the third time period 
while no production is scheduled for the next two time periods. In this way, 
20. 
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production requirements for the first five time periods are satisfied 
in the first three, making the machine available for production of 
other p:trts during the fourth and fifth periods. Similar conditions 
e xis t f o r the remaining IX> rt ion of the s ch e d ul in g c y c 1 e. 
Detailed comparison of the schedule developed by the proposed 
system with the schedule developed by the current system for the 
same scheduling cycle was not possible due to a lack of adequate 
information from the current system. However, based on the fact 
that relatively few press set-ups are required and, with a small 
amount of manual scheduling, all parts that could physically be 
scheduled were, the proµ:>sed system is superior to the old system 
which invariably entailed frequent press set-ups and parts shortages 
resulting in lost production. 
The Machine Utilization -Schedule - in hours (See Appendix II, 
Fig. 3) and the Machine Utilization Schedule - in percent of normal 
capacity (See Appendix II, Fig. 4) show how much of the available 
machine time is being used for production. Both reports highlight 
those situations in which a particular machine is over - or under -
utilized. However, the Machine Utilization Schedule - in percent of· 
normal capacity tends to depict these situations much more vividly. 
Examination of the utilization reports reveals a considerable 
amount of excess capacity in the later time.periods of the scheduling 
cycle while the early time ~riods are heavily scheduled. Also, 
21. 
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several parts were not scheduled in the early time periods. These 
conditions result from the use of economic run quantities in the 
development of the parts requirements. In view of these· conditions, 
it would seem that the scheduling cycles should be overlapped; an 
objective which can be accomp.ished by running the system every nine 
weeks for a scheduling cycle of thirteen weeks or every nine months 
for a scheduling cycle of twelve months. In this way, the excess 
cap:1-city of one cycle can be made available to the next cycle and 
the only parts which would not be scheduled are those which require 
the purchase of additional molds and/or presses in order to meet their 
production requirements. All of the parts which are to be scheduled in 
the excess capacity of the previous cycle would be manually scheduled; 
the necessary information which would be required to accomplish this 
manual scheduling is provided b·y the scheduling system (See A:r;:pendix II, 
Fig. 2}; it would not be economically feasible to rerun the system in 
order tol,have the computer schedule these few parts~ Referring to the 
Parts That Could Not Be Scheduled listing {Appendix II, Fig. 2), it 
can be seen that the following information is available in order to aid 
in the manual scheduling of these parts: part number, type of press 
required, time period in which the parts are required, the quantity 
required and the number of hours needed to schedule the required 
quantityo In order to manually schedule a part contained on this 
listing, a person would si~ply do the following: 
22. 
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1. Find a machine of the type required, which has sufficient 
time in the time period refluired or if nece.ssary in the 
"' 
later time period(s) of the previous scheduling cycle. The ... , 
amount of normal time capacity (if not known) can be 
- determined by referencing the two utilization reports. Look for a machine scheduled at lOOpercent of capacity in the percent utilization report and then look on the other 
utilization report for the number of hours used0 
2. If all the required parts cann~t be scheduled in one time period, schedule as many as possible in the available 
hours of that time period and then schedule the remainder in the nexi previous time period(s). The number of parts 
scheduled in each time period can be determined through 
the use of a simple prop:>rtion equation after subtracting 
the included amount of set-up time from the required hours shown in the report (set-up time is automatically included in the required hours of unscheduled parts). 
To illustrate this procedure, refer again to the listing of unsched-
uled parts. Part 3541601 requires 214. 42 hours of machine time on 
a type 800 press in the first time period. Machine number 33 has no 
production scheduled on it for the first time period of the current 
scheduling cycle. It can be determined from the utilization reports that 
1128 5 hours are available for production. This amount of press time 
will allow th@ scheduling of 86. 94 thousand parts; the remaining 75. 66 
thousand parts can be scheduled in the last tim'e period of the previous 
scheduling cycle., 
This same procedure can be performed to _schedule the remaining 
unscheduled parts with the exception of part 50089018 There is only one 
mold for this part and it is being utilized 100 percent of the total 
available time (normal time plus overtime); in order to schedule the 
remaining parts of this type, another mold would have to be acquired. 
23. 
.1··· 
The res.ult of m·,anual. sc··hedu'ling is 'illu:s·trated by F.igure 8 through 
Figure 12 in Append-ix 11. Ih-e in,:ked•in nun1b·ers o·v·er the pi:-inled ones 
re··p·resent the a.dju~:te:d value·s. ~a.used· by· manu·al sch,ed:ulin .. g_. The 
f 
a.dju~ted va:lues torttai.ned in recta11gles r-e.ptesent ma:·nual s.ched.-uting 
in. the exces·s. t.apaci.ty ·of the previous sc=heduling· cycle., 
Figure 1 on the n·e-xt page illus tra.~e s -th·e u.tilization by· t-ime 
~riod for type 75, 303, 505; a·nci 707 p·r·esses ·combined. 'i-nt9 gr.ou·ps. 
T:'he relatively l_ow utiliz_at.ions of the type 7·5, 303; and 7CJt pres£ie~ 
suggest. that an e:xces's capa-cJty situation exists fo:r these thr~e _g ro,up-s 
p 
. 
o·.f press·es. It woul.d appe·ar that at least one. press .of eac:h type coul_d 
be elimina.te.d with·out advers'ely ~:ffecting the ability of the o.pe:ration 
to meet prodµction re.qui rern_ent-s. 
The type 505 press group also -exhibits an e-xcess: capacity tondi--
tion. H.oweve.r, since t_here is only one press of :this type, n.o elim1nat.ion 
can be made u.tile s s the rn old can be adap.te.d to ·anot.he r type of press. 
Figure: 2. ii'lgs"trate s forty~ 2.00 and 800 pr::es·ses _the satne inf or-ma-. 
tiop t_h_at' Figure 1 presente-d fo·r :th.e. ·other types of presses. The type 200 
press g.roup exhibits a.. re1.ative1y hig·h level ·of. utiliz-atio-n· throughout the 
s.cheduling· cycle·. Only· a very few part.s r~qt1iring this typ~· o:f pre s·s 
c·ould ·n.ot :b.e .. ·sche~ul.eu. ·By overlc;ipping t:he scne·duling cy·cte s as 
I 
·s:uggested earlier, these parts can be schedule·d in. the e}.{-ces:s capacity 
of t·he previous c·ycle. 
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( 
1n th.e ea.rl}· titi\e p.eriods ·of the scheduling c:;·t_l~, bu:t u.t1l1zat1o_n_ 
decreases sh-arpl·y thro.ugh .th·e ren1a1nder of the -scheduling cyc;le. 
Overlapping of lhe schedulin:g. cycles· v.·111 help to .1r11prove the 
u tili.zati Ori. in. the later ti.me· periods., :bu-t th,e nli ddl e ·of the s c he d·ul 1t1 ii.! 
c vcle, _.\l,,till continue to _have lov.· le-v~l$ of utili zat1on. 
. . 
T:be Rav.· tv1a.te ria1 tJsage repoI;t (See· Appendix 11, .f1·_g. 5) ·c:a11 be 
µsed to contr·ot th·e· ihvento.r_y of rav.· material for each tirr1e· p¢ riod. ·rbe 
re-po rt p·re sents. r~\v tna-te ria.l :U sa_ge by time -~ ri.od_; using ·this info-rri1a-
tion, the pe~son responsible for ordering the ·raw mate.rial for thi:;; 
depa_rtment can d_etermine whiqh type of .mate ria..l to orde-r and -~'h:en to 
schedule its delivery to the plant. Referring to the sample report, it 
can be seen th-at almost .half of. the mate rial t·ype-s ~re not need.e.·d, at all 
dt1ring. this s.-chedliling cycl_e, while one ty~ (1.2916-11}. is need.ed 1n 
v·e r y 1 a r g e· q u anti"ti e s th r o\1g ho u t the c y c i e. 
The Parts Schedule (See *Appendix rt, Fig. 6) presents the require• 
merits for eac:h part by time pe·riod·. ln som.e .instances., suc.h as for 
µt:tt 1312202, there will be rio difference between the :requirements by 
ti,me ·period. illustrate.a by this report, the req.uirern~:n.ts sthe-.du1e 
implied by the master schedule of awliance production and the parts 
requirements generated by Sl.JBRE>UTINE: REQMENTS. In other cases, 
such. as fo.r ¢rt 3023--801, th.e Se thr:ee. req.uirern~nts schedules will be. 
very different. The difference is caused by machine capacity limitations 





generating algorithm of SUBROUTINE REQME;:NTS. 
The Summary of Set-ups {See Appendix II, Fig. 7) is the last 
outp.it report. It presents the number of set-ups made during each 







1. It was found that the proposed scheduling system, with 
r -
a small amount of manual scheduling and relatively few 
press set-ups, will schedule all parts for which an 
adequate number of molds are available. This is a signif-
icant improvement over the existing scheduling system 
which is hampered by frequent press set-ups and i:arts 
shortages 0 
2. Due to the use of economic run quantities in the determin-
ation of i:a,rt s requirements, it was found that, in general, 
machine utilization was very high in the early time periods 
of the scheduling cycle while utilization in the later time 
periods decreased significantly. 
3. It was determined that the scheduling cycles should be 
overlapped in order to make the excess capacity of one 
cycle available to the next cycle
0 
4. Not all parts could be scheduled by the algorithm developed 
in this paper 0 For economic reasons, it was decided that 





5. ,·The parts schedule develoi:ed by the proposed scheduler 
was found, in soma ... c_ases, to be very different from the 
schedule implied by the master schedule of apµiance 
productiono This was the result of press capacity and 
the use of economic run quantities in the determination 
of parts requirements • 
. 60 It was found that several machine groups exhibited 
considerable excess cap:l,city throughout the scheduling 
cycle. At least one machine from each of the groups 
{types 75, 303, and 707) could be eliminated without 
adversely affecting production. 
29. 
CHAPTER 6 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STun-y 
One area fpr further study involves ending inventories. The 
de sired ending inventory for a particular time period or scheduling 
cycle could be factored into the calculation of the requirements for the 
p:i.rts. The effect of this factor on the scheduling system could then be 
examine do 
Extending this system to handle multi-operational scheduling 
is anothE!:r possibility for later study. Perhaps the system could be 
run as is for each operation; the output from one run becomes the 
input for the next run. Or, perhaps the system will have to be modified 
drastically. Either way, this problem appears to merit additional 
investigation. 
Another possibility for research is the combination of the 
above two (2) conditions. Investigate the situation of a multi-
operational scheduling system having ending inventory requirements. 
This situation is common in day-to-day ,factory operations. 
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Figure 6. CONTENTS OF BLOCKDA TA 
I. INPUT SUPPLIED TO THE SYSTEM 
A. PART INFORMATION 
1. IDNO - the identification number of a given input p.1,rt 2. PCODE - the code number of the product on which the 
part is used 
3. PP - the number of a given part used in a particular 
product 
4. MCODE - the code .number of the type of machine on 
which a given part can be produced 
5. STIME - the amount of time requir~d to produce 1000 
pieces of a given part, operating at lOOo/o efficiency 60 IRMC - the code number of the type of raw material 
used in producing a given p:1rt 
7. USE - the amount of raw mate rial used to produce 1000 
pieces of a given part 
8. PINY - the on-hand inventory of a given :p3.rt 
B. MACHINE INFORMATION 
1. MC - the machine type 
z. EFF - the actual ope rating efficiency of a given 
machine 
3. HRSU - the number of hours of set-up time for a given 
machine 
C. GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. WD - number of normal working days per time period , 2. WE - number of overtime working days per time period 3. SCHED - the schedule by time period {in 1000 pieces) 
of a given product 
II. INTERNALLY GENERATED AND USED DATA 
A. PART INFORMATION 
-·-
1. TREQ - the total requirements by time period for a 
given part 
2. ICR - a code used to determine whether or not a given part has previously been scheduled 
3. !SR - a code indicating how the total requirements for a 
given part were developed (i"e., weekly, mont-hly, 
quarterly or annually} 
B" MACHINE INFORMATION 
1. ANHRS - the number of available normal (Straight-time) hours per time period for a given machine 
2. AOHRS - the number of available overtime hours ~r time period for a given machine 
47. 
• 1 
, I .• 
Figure 6. CONTENTS OF BLOCKDA TA continued •• 
B. MACHINE INFORMATION - continued 
3. MNO - the identification number of the part scheduled on 
a given machine for a given time pernd 
III. OUTPUT GENERATED BY THE SYSTEM 
A. PART INFORMATION 
1. IDNUM - the identification number of the pa rt scheduled 2. PSCHD -· the number of thousands of pieces of a given 
part scheduled in a particular time period 
B 11 MACHINE INFORMATION 
le UHRS - the number of hours scheduled on a given n1achine in a particular time pe rioa 
C. GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. RMUSE - the amount of raw material of a given type 
required per time J:Eriod 
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·O.~ ·o. •, 501'~601 · IJ.30, o·. o. o. .o. 0~ o. o •. o. 
.o~ o. 
·O. o. 501~701 
.0. o. O~· o. o. o. O.· o. o. (). o. o. o •. 
501.:.801 ,O.· o.· . o.. o • . o. o. o. o • O.i o. .o .• o. CY. 50l6wl. :o. o. o. o. o. o. I? .6Q. 0 •. o. o·. o. o. o. 752S202 o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. O·. 
.o. o. 7~2:,tiOI o. o. o. o. o. .o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 7:,41101 
"·~ 60 4.60 4.f.O ;4.60 o. 
.4~60 4.60 3. ,O 
.4.60 4,60 1.90 .••. 60 4.,·t-0 
.7:,.1, f I 0.2 o. o. 0~ o. o. o. o. o. o·.· .o. o. o. c. 7:i4 l204 o. o·. o. o. 6 .• 10 o. o. o. o. o. O.~ .o. o. 
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·" .. I I FIi 12 F II I] :}. o. :o~ n. o. l). o. u, o. ., a. o. ..... •. o. o. o. o. :o. o. o •. o •. o. ,..._. c. G. 'c1. o. o. o. 6, 00 O; o. 0~ o. 1·:. ;v .. o. c . 
. 9'. 1 ',rl ·; I 
J. J. 00 3 .C,) J.00 I • 20. 2.~ I • 2, ~ 
·2 ... () ? . \A) ·I ."ao, l. :n I • eJ ),OC i ,€·~ o. o·. o. ". o. f'J •. o. O.· 0 •. ... . (/. o • v. J, G •. 10 . a. (, .. o. d. 
.~ • . JO' :I)', o .. o. ,. 0. ,J. ·,4 .H•.1 




·< hI. I fll 2 Fri. 3 Fw 4 Fil 
-2 a 0 0 
~--
Fi-gu-re 7 ... 
su1,1~.!AR¥ OF SET-UP$ 
( NJl;.bE!i ?I:: ~I PERIOD> 
5 F.I\ 6 Fl'i J fW !l Fl'f 9 F•f 10 
0 0 0 0 0 o. 
:summary of Set~ups: 
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h,.1, 9. 72 79. I 1 6 l. 16 ,0.13 '79.lJ v ·~ ,. .. 
't5'r.~· 1s1.isu 151-,50 ,s .. : .. so t5LSo' 157.s0 1s1.so 15.1.,;o· r~1.~o ::,1.":--1 ,1;1.s-J. ·~1.:,: ",, . .,1 
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112... -4'0 
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1 > ::~-:_. sc 
J.. f). 
o~ c. a. 
o. c. o.. 60.()0 o. o. 0. o. c. o. o. c. o. 
30.00 JO.dO )Q·.CY) 12.'.)'.)_ 2.0 .• 00 12,()() 24~00. 20.00 Id,.:~: 30;.'):> 1e.OO .J~.C,"'j l.f:'-.(0 
57.67 "JJ.61 5-1 •. 61· 5:7 •. 67 46.04 57.61 ,51·.67 •6.0• 5}.61 S7.o7 'H.6.7 ':..l.o1 •,·7.61 
o. o.· ··o.- o.. o. ~:6.76. J12 •. ~o 9C.oo .112.s0. n;~.~:::, 112.",C .112.<;,o.· i12.~o 
90 .• 15 o. b.. o. o·. o. ·o·. o. o. o. o. a. o. 
o. 
112 .• 5C 
.1.12 ~ 5-0 
112'.SO 
Q; o •. 
... 8.t.l o. 
il·2 •. 50 112.50 
l 1 2. 50 .I. I J.. 50 
112.SO 
.11·2. so 
.o. c. 0; 
o. o. 



















Fi~ure 8 .• Machine Utili;ation Schedule (·In Hours) 
After· Manual '.Schedµ1ing 
.. 
·6·3· ... . • . 
.. · •· 
i 
... . .a:. 
,, 
MACH TYPE FW I FW 2 .FW J 
26 800· 112 .50· 15_2·.0~ 1~1.·50 
iJ 800 .1·1.2. 50 .112.50, :i r,2.~o 
28 800. .112.50· .112.50 I L2.50 
29· 800. I 12. 5"0 11.2. 50 .112.50 
·30 800 112~·50 .n2~so 112.50 
J.1 800 112.~o .112.50 .IJi.50 
32 800 
' ' ' •. 50 .112.5D: . J 12. 50 111:.so 
JJ 800 ·-G,; it2.50. n2.5o 
3-4 8.00 112.50 .112.50 . 112.50 
35 800 . , 12.50 
.112.~o 67.00 
36" 80iJ .1.12.sc 71.50 o. 
JJ° 800 112.so· . 112 •. ~o Jl2~50 
38 800 112.50 112.50 112.50 
39 . eoo 112 •. 50 . .I 12~5p .112.s·o 
,a 
.800 ... 112.,~- . 1.12·.so ,: 2 .• 5.0 
.. ,,, 
Figi.r:re. 8 .• can't. 
·,t 
,, 
MACHINE !JTJLIZATfDN -SCH::DULE 
UN ,HOURS> PAC.£ l. 




1~7~50 15·7 .50 157. 50. 112 .• 50 156.03 157.50 .t-12.50 .II~ .5.0" 157 ~ 5·0 
-~1". 95 b • .11.2.so :J 12 .5.0 90·.oo 0.6~ Jl2.50 J.12-~so. .aJ~_92 o. 
. 112. 50 90.-9.5 157.50 )5L50 is·1.26 13,'3. 44 157 .so '1?1.50 1.57 .5:J 15-"!. 51)" 
.112. 50 90 .. 00 91 ~21 o. o. ·o .• 0~ o. o .• @.1J l.• •. 
112. 50 90 •. OIJ 
.. 
J 12.50: 79.19 o. ~-:~u o. o .• o. o. ...... 
r~"';"Q . 112!50 69.?3 o. ·O. o. o. o •. ·o.· o. cf:,'1g, I 12. 50 9Q.OO .I t 2 .• 5.0 .-LI 2. 50. 90 •. 00 .112~50 o •. o • "O. c; 
"2.7 .• 0Q o. o. o •. o. o. f1'7.(il b. o .• o. I ' .. 
.112.50 5.6~25 (2e.02.J o. 0:. o •. 0~ o. o. o • v. l, 'l!OD 
o. o. -fr. 0~ . o. O.· o~·· o. .a. 0:. 
,,.1z. 
o·. 
-'+r- 112 .• 50 62.50 o .• 
13,oZ.. 
o. .112.50 44. sr,. 
·O .• o. 
4._56 ~- o •. o. Q. o. .o·. ·o. o • o. 
4~.61 .o. o. o. (J~ a. O· • o •. o. o· 
. .• 
112.·50 69.5·4 o. -0. o. o • 0~ o .•. Q •. d~ 
112,50 90.00" .ll2~50 .1 ·12.~o 90:.00 .1.12. 50 -65.49 o • o. o. 
Mach.in.e U::tilizatio.p Schedule · .. (In $:lours)·· 
Afte·r Manu.al. Scheduling 
64·. 
• .. •· 
• 
·• .. ,.. 
- ~ " ... c 
MACH T'tPE F'l't I Fri 2 
•1 75 o. o. 
2. 75 e., .)a Br. 78 
J 75 .J cc,. 00 I()()• OQ. 
4 75 36.s.J .O'. 
5 75 o. o .. 
.6' 200 100.00 .. 100.00 
1 200 115. ~8 Jl5.58 
s 200 I 00. ()() 1 oo~.oo 
'9 200 102.61 102 .6·1 
10 :200 
.81. rs .7_4. i),4 
I I 200 I Cf). <X) r·tx,~ oo 
12 200 .10. 34 70,.34 
IJ 200. ,1_40. do 140. 00 
14 200 llJ,.54 llJ;..~4 
/~o~o '+'z .. iv 15 2CO .• ., r.~"tt"J· 
. ·-'='T 
100;00 
.l'V.2J 16 200 240 i o.: 
-':r: 
17 JOJ 0~ o. 
18 JOJ 26.67 26 .• 6.1 
19 505 ·51•.26. 51.26 
20 707 ·o. o. 
21 101 80.61 o. 
22 707 o·. o. 
23 800 I 00. 00 4j. 2 I' 
·2.- :aoo 
.I 00.00 1.00.00 
25 800 I 00. 00 100.00 
.. 
Figure 9 •. 
AIA':!-flNE ·u, I LI ZA:T J 0'/ SCt-:~:X'L!: 
f I OF .~PMAL t-r.:Ju;.;;.) p,.,~ 
FN :J FW 4 Fl'I' s FW 6 :Fl'i 1 F-W :8 Fw 9 Fi; 10 Flt 11 FN 12 o. o. 61.78 q~ o. o. 
. o. o • o. o. 81 ~1.e 81. 76 o. .s 1. 78 BJ.78 82. 2;? 81.78· ii'· 78 JJ, 7•8 Bl:,7e.· 87 .•87 o. o. 1.00. 00 6'1. 74 c. o. ! CX). 00 7?.5J o. 7'!,' i/. /00 •"O /C>:J,OO ~ ~ ,-f-r. o·. o! o·. o. o:. :O. o. o. . o. 61.40 o . ·o. o. 0~ (.l, o. Q~ 100.00 I 00.00 1:.00.00 I 00. 00 I ClO~ 00 100.00 l'C(~.~ lcYJ.00· :,oo .• ('I() roo .. oc lf5.'sa II 5, 58 .ll5.58 51 • 60. 
.5.5. 78 58.21 ,1 ,4.J "6: .34 61. 34 61. j4 I 00.00 I 00.00 100.0C I 00. XI I be • . C-S I 00. 00 l()y.00 ·, 0-:,. 00 
.1 'Xh 00 
.!,00. CD. 
I 02. 61 I Ci2·. 61 102.61 42.48 46.41 4.d.69 JH.56 5 I .6J 51.63 ·51.,6J 74~04 74.04 74 .• 04 o. .o. o·. 74.04 1~.04 'J. 
(5r.6) 
-· I 00~00 100.()0 I OO.C0 100.00 I 00. ·JO 100.00 I ().J. O:) I 37 .• 91 14.0·;0Q I ... ., • ('(I 
70.34 70.)4 io. 1 a 8.64 70.34 70.18 5.5, I:, 70.34 70.)4. e .64 14Q •. ()Q 140,00. 17 5. ·oo. ·1 ~o. oo 140.00· 17'5. oo· 140.00 r,o.oo 
.I 4J,OO 140.'\J 
II J~54 113.5.4 l 1 3. 74 113. 54 "20.64 I }5'.00 140. (VJ 1•0.00 r 40. oo I '4.?.• ~ +i,:3"' o. -&I. (). 
.4.J •. J4 o. o. o • 5;"). 22 o. o. o. o. (). ,2.2z. * .. o .• ·O. o. 'fJ. 2.•1 -e-;". o:. o. o. 53.3,J o. o. o. (I. o. D. o. o. 
'26.67 10,67 22~22 '.J0.61. ·21. 33 22. 22 16'. ~,O 26.67 !6,CO .26 .6-7 51 •. 26. 51.26 51. 15 51.26 5 r .26 51.15 46 •. 71 51.26 5L •. 21 5J.26 o. ·o. D. 4 J.. 57 100 .• 1)()' roo.oo I 00. 00, 1.00. 00 
.1 oo.~oo L('().00. o. ·O·. o. o •. 0~ o. o. o. o. o •. o. o.· o .• 
.o. ·86.96 o. o •. 0~ o. o. .,,.,, o. ~ o. O·. o. o. ;J:. r.. .. o. :o. 
100.00 fi.,. =,l] Q~;,,oo) u c; o, "'-'] 100.00 62.50 o. 0-. q. o. . .
.u • • .. l ,i Jo [ii-:rlJ 100.00 I 00~00 I 00. 00 ·,oo. oo roe.co 63.96 ·O .• :c, ~ o. u.· 
Mac·hine. Utilization Sthed.ul; ("%) 
After Manµal Sch.ed·uting 
co.n' t ·.;· 
- .. 

















/0; 3 4 
·!.tJ.00. 

















MACH.I HE U:J :.: Z>.Tl 'J!4 SC"":: r-·Jl:: 
:.- ... ·-:--.· -
"( % OF NQP.M:AL 
.1-fJ:J ~SJ f,q:£ l 
JIAC!i TYPE FW Fl( 2 Fill J Ht ~ Fill 5 :=.w .6 Fn 7 Fi'f 8 :=w Q FW 10 F~ .I I :="' ;2 Fie !J 26. 800 I :xl~OO 135. 1.6 1 ~o.oo I 40 .OJ 17·5. 00 ! 00. '.X) L3f.·69 I 75.0J I -'O. 00 • o:; .. sa ;~. :>: 14(,. (,\:). 
·1,a.0e : 27 800 roo~oo I 00. X : ()Q,.X) 4·. 40 o •.. i.:WJ. 00 lvO • .:io 
_; XJ •. ·oo 0.5_5. :·(·J •. oc· :xi.ro 7i."5'; a. ?8 3::1() !00.0C: 1.QCI. 00 j oo;,oo ! c,::, • .xi 10! .o; l .!O. 00 1.:c .. 0-J ,.~.q7 r2J.:s , .,,c. '>J 
' .!.G·. Q~ I -':{: • ").J : . ... '! ,:: .. ():. . ·• 
fl"t,Pi l 
29 BOC! 100.00 ,OC.qr; 1 00~ '.Xl roe-~ QC I ' C,C' • O'.'l 




30 aoo l 00 .• 00 100. QO I 90. 'JO I \'.Y,!. 00 I 00. 00 I 00·. (Xl 70_ .• 3~ o. 
·O. ,. o. ..; '_1- - .. w . 
·-·· 
~. 
' ~ . 
, '1 ..., "":'i 
,~ •.. CJ 
JI soo· 100.00 1.X.00 'GO.Jo'.' 1co •.. o.:i, J?·. 70 a. :_.o~ a. :c. o. 'J. o. 1.,..,, 
:/c,:? ::- I 
32· 800 
.1.00·.,Xj r cx:i. 'Xl roe~ oo· I ~, f. l 
I 00.00 I 00. 00 I 00. 00 1 00. CY.l i00.00 I [S, C,.J 
.'J;, o. .J·. 
~·. 
Jj ICO,oo fOC·. :,.J I OC,:W 00 a· •. b. o. jf:i,,,-';'/ 
aro ..;..;.; , ... 
,J,e. o. o. a .. c • :op.~ :, !Al. ao: 
··a .• [!?. to] 
34 Buu 100~00- I 00. :)J 6~.~o o·. a. a. 
-0 •. a. a. i OJ. 00· w,0.'i'l 35 aoo I 00. 00 59~';6 ~ o. 




". acer ·100. CO "~·"1· 
i c-::, ~ iXJ. o.· 
36 53.So ,:J. ::J. ~ 55~?6 o. '~-~ .39. 56 o. ::) . /'/.'f1 37 800 I 00.-C>J 
·:oc.·oo l 00.00 4.05 ~ o. a. o. c. o. o. ·c·. o •. JS :800 I 00. 00· 100. 00 IQC.C>O 40.s-~ .., :o-. o. o. o. o. o·. d. a. ~-39 800 ! 00 ~ 09 j 00 .• QC I 00. 00• I 00 •. :0 77·.27 o. o .• o. a. o. 0~ o. c. 4,.') 800 : 00. 00 I oo. 00. i"OG. ()J I :00. -.G.:J i co~ 'JO !00.00 .:oc~oo 
' 00. '.JC 100. 00 sa.21 a. o. C·. ' 
.F .. ·. 1·· aur.e· · q 0 . /. can't. Machine Utilization Schedul:e (o/o} . ;· . 
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RAW MATERIAL .USAGE 
Cl l_i !.;BS) 
II. 
t· I FN ·Fw 2 ;FN FW .11 FN i< / F,w P · 
liJJ-.;cJ o. o. o. o. .• o. . o •. I o. . . o •. · o. I o. : o. ! o. I 
359.1 .oo, . o. .· J>. . o. . o. . o •. / .2.J<i5.2 . . o, I o. i o. I o. j o. I o . 
·2es~·· 001 2sso. ~
1
. 2135~. oo/· 2as.o. 2275.IJ .. 42.77 .•. , _,
1
/. 6293_., J/ so,r ·•1 •oSJ. 1.s/ 62BJ. 1 ~ 62RJ.·r ~/ 62BJ.1 ~ .62BJ. ·1 s 
o. o. . o. . o. o. o. . o. "·· . o. . o. I ~-
1 
"· o. 
O.· o. o. I o. / . 0~ o. o. ·/ o. o. .o. I o. I o. o. 1. I . ·.n,J"l,72; . ·. , . . 1 , tinJJJ .33669;. 51 
. · · ; . , · . 1 , · 1 :. . 
65. 60 o. 1· o. o. I o.. a.. I_ o.. / o. o-. 1 o. 
1
, o.. I_.· a .•. ·. o. 
o. o. :1· o; o. . o. .o.·/ 1, o. / o. o. ·1·· o. / o. / o./ o:. 
o. o. o. o. / o. 1. o. o.. I (). , o~ . a.. ; o. J .o. •· o. 
.?t'f,'1• 'f".•Hi . IJ•o.t/i . I ., I . I 
O 
i · . , i J 
229.501, JI0.20i/ J~.'_·~ __ .1_ -_2_1_.J~ -~---···._-~. 22·9 .• 5.d .318 .• J/• 321.JO 3_21_.J°'.2_;_.~.~~ 22_?_._.,(?i_/· J21.J4. 6~_1 .• .:io ''·''I . . . I . . .. . I .. . . 1· I . ' . . i. : -1 : ,. 3 .. 3 ...,. I o. o. . o. . . o, o. o, o. . o. . o., I o. I o.. . ·,· .. 
',n. ,2, '!'~·~•, . . . 17,.n, 2~,f~, .1.r~·'' · . . . I 'fffJ .,,,, , , fi41J:;i! lir:,+ -~iJ 
'""''/ "'"·''! 533.121 "'*4 n~o·'j "'"''I 1•7.2•/ 1'.1·•j 65•-~•: iv?~f.~ ~.:~;il). a·~,:~-j §%E) 
4063·.·. 30.f 4_063.JO•·t·· 4063 •. 3. 361B.3i_2a...,9.·54. • 139·0· .o, 1287 .• .11 . . 7uS.6 .'3111. ,6! 2>".o.t.ll 4,/i,6/: .,~v.•.-''1 u. 
o. / O·. J o. o, o./· o. . o: . . o. o. / o. o. / o. / ~. 
. o •.. , ... _o._. 1 .o. 1 o. /. .o. . ,J_. -_o_. o. o. ·. o_. .
1 
:o •. :_/ o. j o.. . 
~n.f.271 /'2~0.13 1 I fV~~".°1· .. · . , . , Ctfl, .. c.:L 
.. ,.,, ·~ "'· JS, o. .., , 114 o.. I o. o, o. o. · o. I .o. · . o. , ... 
. . ,. ~ . /· j . I I . ; . I {i7r.·nJ mm 
7609. 25: 4800 .• '·~-JS.· 98 • .3. . 21 a I. 151 960. 00 5264. OOJ 3_5~-7-. 501 2181 • 0012382. 00/: _659:i:· 501' 2122. 9°i" 2Y::.~. OJ! 23n2-. (•) 
1.61 o.5 1461 ,4~ 1.461,4 8<'9,6i J<>t ••.j O. . · O. · / O. 
1 
• O. O.· . 0, j 0. 0 •.. 
3944.4 3944.401 3Sl44.4 Jy44.4, 3l4f.' .. ·.6.9 484.4 . 3944,.(°' 3148."6~,1. "'"··~ ]9'4,4013• ... , ' .. 484-.4 "J944.40 
o, o. I o. o. I O. I o. 1 o. I O. o. j .o.. I o. I o. o. 
' 




·PART NO FW FW 2 
1312202 15.'50: 15 .• 50. 
13'.12203 l~.50 IS.50 
. .302240 I 58~JJ 50 •. 33 
30;?3501 19 .12 25_.85 
3023601 43 .• :47 4J·. 11.7 
3058101 25.84 25.8_4 
.3058501 38.25 38.25 
3059201 34 .• 15 34._l 5 
'354_ t JO_I 25.84 
-_2_5.~4 
~1401 1..1.1, I J.71. 
JS4I5"01. 2H. .98 28.98 
,,.w 
J:i~ff601 -&,. o.-.· 
-401S701 22. :2 4 22.24 
4019902 22_.24 22.24 
4023601' 36.78 36.-78 
~u.38701 50.3) 50.-33 
,f039901 25.84. 2~.84 
5008901 J7 •. 19 1,7_. 39 
500900.1 14. 10 1-4. ro 
5009601 IJ.40 11 _.40 
50140:01 12.00 12. o0 
5018901 1.66 8.24 . . 
-5021401 .. c~ O·. 
9424801 22.24 22~24 
9916401 11 •. 40 I I • 4·0 






FW "J Fi1 .-4 FW 5 fl1 6 F111 1 F~ 8 FW 9 
15.so· )5. 50 12.40 I u. 90 I 1.20 9.1.D 10.60 
J5.S6 rs.so 12~40· 1.0.90 11·.20 9 •. , o· IC.60 
·.so. JJ 2.21 a~ :,0 • .. il 50.-33 40.26 0.28 
26.78 26.78 26 •. 78_ ·19. i 2 26.5) 26 .• ]8 :26. 78 
43.47 43 •. 47 34._.77- 43.4 7 Ju~ 60 0~ 0·. 
'25.84 ·25.84 12.92. o •. o. o. o. 
36 .• 25 .r.·. 5:, o. o. o. :0. o. 
J4, l5 IJ.84 o. 0. o. o. o .• 
22-. 11· o. ·c.- 2.5. (:!4 15,96 o. o. 
17 .·11 17. 71 14..17 17.71 l_T.7 I 14.17 17-.71: .. 
28.98 28.98 2.3. 18 23.51. b. o. o. 
o. 
~- (:). o. .o. o. o. 
:22".2<4 22 .24, 11 •. ;a JI .1.3 .JJ.J3 29.90 27._37 
·22.?4 )2 ,24 I J. 7.5 o. c. o. o. 
36. 713 J6. 7-8 2Y.4.2 36~·78 j6.78 29.42 36. 78 
50.)J -50. JJ ·J 1.28 ·o., o. o. o. 
25:.84 25.84 12_. 92 o. o. .o. o. 
17.39 r"'i • 39 1_7 • .39 17.39 17 • .3?. 17.39 17.39 
.14.10 .1-4. I 0 .I I .JO 14. I 0 14~9_8 1-7 .39 !.7. 39 
.JI .40· 11.40 9.10 1.40' .11 • 40 9.10 9.10 
r2. oo 12.00 
~---60. o. o. o. i2 .• 00 . ··, 
.. 
8.-.24 8 .• 24 
_6.5_9 a.24 8.24 6.59 9 .-24 
o. o. o. 4.32 l0.)9 "R.32 10.39 
22.24 22·.24 P-.79 22.2<4 22.2, 11. 38 O;. 
_1 r. 40 .H .• 40 9. ro 11.40 
.Jh40 9·. I 0 10.40 






















JI •. 40 
(2 ~ oo 
Jl. 31 







i=J~: l I Fl1 12 FW IJ 
11 .ej. I I .60 ._n .o·o. 
il.60 ·1.1 .60 I .I .60 
50 .• 33 .37 .54 o. 
·19. 12 26~1$ .2'6. 78 
O·. a. o .• 
O·. o. o. 
o. 
-0. o~ 
o. -o. :a·. 
20.56. o.-. o-. 
o. o·. o. 
o. o. o. 
0~ o. t.t~· '' 





o. o. o·. 
o. o •. 0·, 
I 7. JS,'. I 7 ."39 _17.39 
17-.39 17 .·JQ- i 7". 39 
u . .:o 1:.40 .11.40" 
o. o. a. 
11 .5.4 'II .54 .n .54 
I 6.:j9 10. 39 10.39 
o. q. c~ 
.l f •. 40 11 .• 40 .J I • 40 
PART NO F~ I FW 2 FW· J 
..,. 
3044401 o. o. o. 
JO<C4501 ·o •. o. o. 
Jh.49301 8,2.0 0~ o. 
. 
.. 
. 3:>-l>4Jl 'O. o • o·. 
J5S4 I 01· o. o. .o. 
355480.1 5,;73 2.47 o. 
3557101. 8,.20 o. o~ 
+',Of '1,./i 
{). 355.720 I ~ ~ 
359.0201 o. o. ·o. 
5001401: o. o. o. 
SOOl:402 5.62 S.62 3.35 
50Ql501 O·. Q. . Q. 
500.1502. a. 
~.62 5.62 
5006701 11 •. ~5 7.15 o. 
5006702 o. a. o. 
5014901 o. a. o. 






5.01580,t• o. o. o. 
50.16001 o. o. o·, 
7525202 o. o. o. 
7S'25?01. o. o. o. 
75:,411 () I 
.... 6.0 4.-60' ... 60 
7541-l 02 o. o. 
-&.'" 
754·1204 o. o. o. 
. ···~~ 
. Figure 11~. con 1 t .. 
PARTS SCHEDULE· 
C X 10001 
FW ... ,FW 5 F'N 6 FW 7 
o-. o •. ~. o .• 
·a .• o. a·. o. 
o. o. a. o. 
a. o~ o. o. 
o • .o. o. ..o •. 
. o. •(>'. o. o • 
o. o. o. o. 
0~. o. p. o. 
o. o. 6 . .. o •.. 
,.oo 
·.-Eh' o. o. o. 
o .• o. o. o. 
J .. oo 
..Q,i ·o. c • o. 
I;. 35 O,.: o. o. 
a •. o. .11. 25 6.25, 
o.· 6.10 o. o. 
o. o. o. o. 
o. o. o.. o. 
,.~o Q. 
.o •. ~· Q •. 
. o. .o. ().· .. •O. 
o. o. 0~ 12.60. / z ;% " O·. -e":" D'. o. 
p·~ 0, o. o. 
-4.60 o. 4 .• 60 4.60 
2,'f( I, 'ti 
b. ~ ..{f; o. 
o. 6·. !O o. o. 




FW 8 HI 9 FW I (J FW. ., t Fl'l 12 F'rl I J [il.~·01 . 
.o. o·. o. o. o .• lj. 
{iJ'.46] o·. o. o. o. c. '/. 
o. o. o. o. o. o.: 
cmJ o·. o. a~ .o. o. 
·' . 
o. b~ ·O. o. a. 'rmJ v •. 
d. o. o. o. o. o. 
o. o .•. o .• q .. o. o. 
o. o. o. o. :0. O·. 
o. o. o. o. o. ~;~2§) 
o. .o. o. o. o. ·o. 
O'. ·O. o. o. o. o. 
.o. Q. o. o • o. o. 
o. o. .0. 0} ·O;, o. 
·• 
o. o. f I .25 ,.45 O· .. o·. 
o •. o. . 0; o • o. o. ~ .a,~z..o ~ vg:tiJ o. o. C.• 1.,i! .,.; .. ' .. 
Q. o. o. p. o. .o. 
. o. o • '.'lo ~ ·o. o. o. 
ffij.J rr.,,32.J 
.o • .o~ o. o·. u. v. 
o. o. ·o. o. o. o., 
o. 0~ o. o. ~ o. . '4:~l D. o. o. o. 
J.70 4~60 4.60 1.90 -4.60' 4.60 
o·. o. o. o. ·O·. ·O •. 





PART _NO FW I FW 2 FW 3 
if>.46102 o. o. . o. 
7!:>46404 -o. o. o. 
.<nf6B0I o. o. ·o. 
9916802 '3.00 ,1 ;00 3.00 
9917001 o. o. Q. 









FW 4 fW 5 












·FW 6 FW 7 -FW 8 F.1 9 
o. a. a. o. 
o. o. o. o .• 
·o. o. o.- o~. 
.j ~29 ~.40 2.00 1.80 
o_. ·0.- o. o • 






FW 10 FVl J I Fl'I I -i FW I .3 . ... 
. a:b ·."'€! o .• o. p. 
o •. o. o·. o. 
o. o. o. 0~ 
3.00. I .80 3.00 1 .ao 
o. o. o. c. 
.:.it.so o • o. o.-





FW. 2 F·w 
0 
SU 1l1,\ARY OF SET ... UPS 
.CN.UM.HER PER PERl'OD> 
3 FW 4 .FW .5 FW 6 ·FW l FW 8 .FW 9 FW 10 FW .11 FW 12 
l .. .r s- rn 
-a,-
-:e- -0:'" 0 :o 0 .o 0 0 
·-
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Candidate for MSIE 
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